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AIR-HEATING SYSTEM

Max flow: 1.800 l/min
Power usage: 230V-50 Hz, 300 W, 1,3A
Control: Digital On/Off
Inlet/Outlet: ½”
Operation Temp.: 10-50°C
Weight: 1,45 kg.
Dimensions (H/W/D) (mm): 220/90/90

When the surrounding air is contaminated, it may be necessary to use compressed air and mask to perform 
different types of tasks. In such cases it can often be a problem if the air is not heated - or if the temperature 
of the air is unstable.

Air-Heating System solves this problem - ensuring with its optional, adjustable and stable temperature - 
increased comfort and a more safe working environment for the user. The air passing through the system is 
only in contact with a heated aluminum block. And thus there is no possibility of detrimental impact on the 
flowing air which, after proper tempering, is as clean at run-out as it is at entry through the system.

Air-Heating System has very low energy consumption and ensures The user has a good and comfortable 
working environment. - Regardless of the duties applies to sandblasting, painting or welding work and more.

Options

• combining stand
• reductionvalve
• filter (micro-active carbon)
• wiring in different lengths
• tubeing in different lengths
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The control box is connected to 
230v 50Hz.

The green contact lights up when 
the product is on and when voltage 
is connected. Press the button and 
light comes on display. The plant is 
ready for use. There will now be a 
display of the current temperature 
in the display and the system will 
warm up to the preset value.

Connect air to the box - max 10 bar.

Press Set button to change Setpoint.
The temperature is displayed. 
Pressure on the up / down arrow 
until the desired temperature is 
reached.

Use the arrow buttons to raise /
lower the set point.

Save the set value at a click here.

The management now ensures that 
it is maintained desired temperature 
within the system range when there 

Compressed air outlet / output.
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Ultrafilter Scandinavia offers a wide selection of filtration 
products for compressed air, liquids and gas. We have 
stock in Denmark and from here we distribute all of our 
products to Scandinavia and the Baltic countries. 

Ultrafilter Scandinavia is a part of the Ultrafilter group. 
Our production facility is in Germany and we have 
several subsidiaries in Europe and the United States. 

You can buy our products on local websites. Information 
about our products as well as brochures and manuals 
can be found on our website 
(www.ultra-filter.com). 

We can adapt all of our filtration products to your needs, 
and we offer visits from our consultants in order to find 
the right solution for you. We also offer on going service 
on our products once they are installed. 

www.ultra-filter.com

At www.ultra-filter.com you will find a wide 
selection of filtration products ready for you to 
order.  


